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Abstract—Demands for information over the Internet massively increase through the continuous expansion of website applications. Therefore, generating powerful and efficient server architecture for web servers is a must to satisfy Internet users and avoid the overloaded system. The research focuses on developing a new mechanism for load balancing to distribute incoming HTTP requests in website applications by combining the Least Connection algorithm and Multi-Agent System (LC-MAS). The proposed mechanism distributes the request based on load condition and the fewest number of active connections. The research applies virtualization technology to build servers on this proposed mechanism. The architecture is built inside a physical server with Proxmox as virtualization management and Linux Debian 7.11 as an operating system. Then, the research is tested in two scenarios (LC-MAS and LC) using 500, 1,000, and 1,500 requests. The performance of this proposed mechanism is measured through the values of average response time, throughput, and error percentage. The results show that the proposed mechanism (LC-MAS) distributes the workload more equally than LC, with an average response time for 1,500 requests of 1338.8 milliseconds, 20.07% error, and 125 transactions per second. The LC-MAS makes the website application performance much better when the request increases. The LC-MAS helps in the utilization of system resources and improves system robustness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The massive use of the Internet has become a new habit in this digital era. A website is one of the Internet services that is widely involved in every aspect of human daily lives, with millions of users accessing it from everywhere. The website presents various kinds of information content needed by children to adults. Unfortunately, the number of users accessing websites worldwide causes a web server that provides a website to down or overload [1].

Websites, such as e-commerce services, even receive millions of connections from Internet users simultaneously in one day. Due to some conditions, the website is frequently visited. For example, it happens when e-commerce provides big promotions at the end of the year or on certain dates or new students register in the information system platform.

As a result, web servers have become a crucial part of Internet infrastructure. Building a proper, good, and reliable web server architecture is important to manage a huge increase in traffic and requests to protect the business from the risk of system failure, transactional data loss, and error messages process. Being down for a brief moment can make the website application lose a lot of money. It becomes a serious thing [2]. The workload of a web server increases as the number of website visitors increases, leading to an overloading condition. This situation triggers the need for load balancing, which is a method that equally distributes the loads among the available virtual machines [3].

Load balancing can be applied to balance the load between servers. It is a technology to distribute the workload of service on a cluster of servers or network devices in a balanced way when there is a request from the user. This technique can increase the throughput, reduce response time, and give better resource utilization so the system can achieve the best performance. Besides, if one server fails, the system can still run using other available servers because many servers work to handle the requests [4]. Load balancing has methods and algorithms for balancing the load on the system to maintain and consume the available system capabilities. Hence, it optimizes service performance.
to satisfy the demand. Load balancing algorithms are categorized as static and dynamic [5, 6].

However, one of the problems in load balancing is that it does not provide any method to monitor the condition of server resources by default. Resource monitoring is needed when developing a system with a large number of requests [7]. Monitoring can be done by checking the condition of server resources, e.g., memory usage, CPU percentage, disk performance metrics, and others. Additionally, server resource monitoring needs to use other methods that combine with load balancing algorithms to distribute requests equally and reach better resource utilization.

Monitoring server conditions in developing a load balancing mechanism has been carried out in the research model of load balancing using a reliable algorithm with a Multi-Agent System (MAS) [8]. The model is tested by sending a total of 1,800 HTTP requests for 10 s to be distributed to only three web servers. The total time interval for each request is 0.005 seconds (10/1800) which is unreasonable for a web server to handle all requests simultaneously. The results of the test parameters are still not good because they sacrifice response time and the number of errors.

Previous research proposes a network design to measure the performance of web server load balancing using LC and Round-Robin algorithm to each load balancer for performance comparison [4]. HAProxy with default KeepAlive (KA) configuration and NGINX is applied as the load balancer. Then, the environment is built using three computers as the web server and one computer as a load balancer and tested with several examinations, i.e., load and stress test, time test, click test, and benchmark test. The LC algorithm produces better results for tests like request per second and transfer rate (KB/sec).

Another previous study discusses the efficiency of three different load balancing algorithms, such as Round Robin, LC, and Least Loaded [9]. It uses the OPNET tool to simulate the proposed system architecture that consists of 1 load balancer, 8 HTTP servers, and 112 users. The result shows that the Least Loaded algorithm consumes more CPU load than others. The LC algorithm distributes the request more fairly than others to balance the load among servers.

In previous research, the developed load balancing algorithm addresses the load imbalance issue among agents in MAS using Software Performance Engineering (SPE) approach [10]. The proposed algorithm is built using Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) as a MAS development tool, and the results are obtained by considering the proposed algorithm and using the first-come, first-serve method. It is observed that the response time of the agents has improved. Agents work with their maximum capability. The agents in MAS utilize the system resources, such as CPU capacity, memory, and bandwidth.

Previous research investigates the performance of several load balancing tools like HAProxy and NGINX over a cloud computing environment and finds that congestion is one of its main problems [11]. The LC algorithm is tested through HAProxy and NGINX tools to examine its behavior. The results show that HAProxy is faster than NGINX in terms of handling requests, but NGINX provides less CPU utilization.

Previous research also builds a web server service using Desktop Personal Computer (PC) to replace the server computer task carried [12]. The environment is built using three Desktop PCs as a load balancer. It uses two different algorithms applied to the load balancer. It is tested twice. The first test uses a common algorithm, i.e., the Round Robin algorithm, for the load balancer. The second test is done by using the LC algorithm. Several metrics measure performance, such as request loss, successful transactions, throughput, transaction rate, longest transactions, and response time. The results show that the task of a computer server can be replaced by a Desktop PC at a cheaper cost. The LC algorithm is more reliable than others in terms of throughput, successful transaction, request loss, and longest transaction.

The model of load balancing using a reliable algorithm with MAS proposes a reliable load balancing system using the Least Time First Byte (LFB) algorithm combined with the resource information from a mobile agent [8]. There are two testing scenarios in the previous research. The first scenario applies the Weighted Least Connection (WLC) algorithm, and the second uses the LFB algorithm to distribute the requests. The system is tested with 1,800 requests for 10 seconds. The results show that the LFB algorithm is more stable in dealing with many requests. The WLC algorithm is successfully completed within 78.99% of requests, while the LFB algorithm reaches 100% over 1,800 requests. LFB algorithm sacrifices the response time, throughput, and other parameters.

Previous research also proposes the Self-Based Load Balancing (SGA_LB) algorithm in a cloud environment [13]. It aims to reach proper balancing of workload on virtual machines by maximizing the availability, throughput, scalability, and reliability of the system. The algorithm comprises three agents: in-house, external, and migration. The agent concept is built with the JADE library in the CloudSim framework. The results deal with distributing the workload in terms of memory and utilization of resources in the cloud environment. When the MAS concept is used, it produces a better workload and considerable...
improvement in overall performance and efficiency.

Another previous research proposes a dynamic load balancing algorithm by considering the server’s static and dynamic load factor to calculate the weight of the closest server real-time performance parameters to calculate the server’s load [14]. The composite load is calculated based on response time and number of connections of each node. The larger the weight of the node is, and the smaller the composite is, the greater probability it will be assigned in the request. It can be concluded that NGINX’S built-in algorithm has problems balancing the distribution load. The result shows that the proposed algorithm is better than NGINX’S built-in two algorithms, such as Round Robin and LC, regarding response time and requests processed value.

Moreover, in previous studies, the number of virtual machines used is very small. Hence, the research adds more virtual machines so that more nodes can work together to handle HTTP requests. The Least Connection (LC) algorithm is chosen to eliminate the calculation process on the first byte of incoming HTTP requests as it becomes a trigger in increasing the response time of previous research.

The research proposes a load balancing mechanism to balance requests on the server by considering server resource conditions, i.e., a load of CPU and memory to produce better system performance. This mechanism combines the Least Connection algorithm and MAS (LC-MAS) method to distribute the requests equally to the server and monitor the server resource condition periodically to achieve maximum resource utilization. The proposed mechanism will distribute the requests based on load condition and the fewest number of active connections as the existing research does not consider resources condition in developing load balancing mechanisms. In the research, the performance of the proposed mechanism is compared with a system that uses LC only.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Stages

The first stage collects some references related to problems on the previous web server load balancing mechanism and determines the focus on the performance parameters. The stages of research are described in Fig. A1 in Appendix. Parameter values are analyzed to determine whether the proposed mechanism is running. If not, it will be back to the second stage. The second stage prepares the mechanism environment to make sure that there are no deficiencies in the hardware and software that prevents the system from running properly. However, if the proposed mechanism runs properly, the next step is to take the parameter values to analyze and prepare reports.

Algorithm 1 Least Connection Algorithm Pseudocode

```plaintext
1. for (j=0; j<n; j++) {
2.   for (i=j+1; i<n; i++) {
3.     if (C(Si) < C(Sj))
4.       m=i;
5.   }
6.   return Sj;
7. }
8. return NULL;
```

B. Least Connection (LC) Algorithm

The load balancing mechanism proposed in the research uses the LC algorithm to distribute the request load to the servers. This algorithm divides the request load based on the number of active connections in real-time. It chooses the servers with the smallest active connections. Pseudocode for the LC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm works with two loops. The first loop repeats the process as much as the number of incoming requests based on line 1. Meanwhile, the second loop repeats the process to count the number of active connections from each server based on line 2. Moreover, S represents a group of servers, and C is the number of connections from S at the moment. As for line 3, the algorithm compares the number of active connections and stores the result. Then, it chooses the fewest number of active connections from server S and returns the value to Sj. The Sj value is the current server with the fewest number of active connections. When there are no incoming requests, the value returned is NULL, or no process is running. However, the number of connections the server handles is inversely proportional to the load conditions, so this algorithm makes uneven load distribution. The researchers do not use NGINX’S built-in LC algorithm.

C. Multi-Agent System (MAS)

The researchers use two types of agents with different functions in the research. The main agent functions to request information on backend server resources. Meanwhile, a reporting agent functions to receive the request and provide resource information to the main agent. Agents are built using JADE which is a Java library. The workflow of two types of agents can be seen in Fig. A2 in Appendix.

The main agent checks the number of active agents when it starts to run on the system. This behavior loops until the main agent stops running. Reporting agents on each backend server register themselves to the Directory (Yellow Pages). Yellow Pages information is then sent to the main agent to check how many
D. Architecture

The researchers use virtualization technology to build servers in this proposed mechanism. The architecture is built inside a physical server with Proxmox as virtualization management and Linux Debian 7.11 as an operating system. Then, the researchers deploy virtual machines as servers.

Inside the virtual machines, the researchers create two types of service: one service for the load balancer and five services for the web server. Web servers are built using NGINX. Web server service contains standard Content Management System (CMS) WordPress application content. Figure 1 shows the architecture in the research. The researchers also use five virtual machines to add nodes that work in parallel to handle incoming requests simultaneously to shorten execution time. Existing research mostly only uses a relatively small number of virtual machines, such as three or four.

E. Testing Scenarios

The proposed load balancing mechanism is tested with two scenarios. The researchers use Apache JMeter as a tool to create testing plans. Apache JMeter generates HTTP traffic to the web server cluster. Apache JMeter sends 500, 1,000, and 1,500 HTTP requests to both scenarios. Each scenario has a ramp-up time of 10 seconds for each number of requests.

The first scenario tests the load balancing mechanism using the LC algorithm combined with MAS (LC-MAS). This scenario uses six agents: one main agent and five reporting agents. The main agent is located on the load balancer server while the reporting agent is on each backend server. Figure A3 in Appendix shows the flowchart for the LC-MAS scenario.

The main agent categorizes the resource load conditions as normal or overloaded based on the backend server resource information sent by the reporting agent. It is the first process in this scenario. The load is calculated based on CPU and memory percentage values and divided by the number of incoming requests. The
formula is as follows [15].

\[
\text{load} = \frac{\%\text{CPU} \times \%\text{Memory}}{\text{Request}}.
\]

It must not exceed the threshold value that has been set, i.e., 80%. This value is agreed as a “sweet spot” for monitoring the server resource when it comes to load problems. Load is categorized as normal when the value is below or equal to 80%. It is an overload when the value is higher than 80%. Then, backend servers with normal categories are grouped to count the number of active connections they are currently handling. The backend server IP address with the smallest number of active connections is sent to the load balancer server to execute the requests.

The load balancer server is only tasked to forward the requests to the elected backend server. The entire calculation and decision-making process is carried out by the agents. It aims to reduce the waiting time caused by several processes when calculating the number of active connections that must move to the load balancer virtual machine.

The second scenario tests the load balancing mechanism using the LC algorithm only to distribute the requests. The LC algorithm distributes requests to the backend server with the smallest number of active connections. The load balancer counts the number of active connections from five backend servers and compares those with each other. The smallest number of active connections is selected to execute the request. Figure 2 shows the flowchart for the LC scenario.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Testing parameters in the research are the values of response time, throughput, and error percentage. These parameters analyze the performance of the proposed mechanism and represent the effectiveness of the systems after performing load balancing. The result of testing parameters can describe the performance of the system in terms of resilience in dealing with a large number of requests.

The research focuses on load testing. A load test is a performance test that checks how systems function under a large number of concurrent virtual users performing transactions over a certain period. In other words, the test measures how systems handle heavy load volumes.

A. Average Response Time

Response time is calculated starting when the request is sent until it is finished to execute. It represents the minimum time of a system that applies a specific load balancing algorithm to respond. The response time value should be small for better performance of the system. Average response time is the total response time divided by the number of incoming requests. This parameter is calculated in milliseconds. Figure 3 shows the graph of the average response time from two testing scenarios.

The average response time for LC is smaller than LC-MAS when executing 500 and 1,000 requests. The difference is quite large. It is 306.61 milliseconds for 500 requests and 484.62 milliseconds for 1,000 requests. Several factors affect higher average response time in LC-MAS. First, the backend server that executes requests always changes based on load conditions and the smallest number of active connections. This activity makes the system very busy, so a delay affects the time for the following request to be executed. Second, log data show that requests have response times above 1,000 milliseconds executed by the backend server.
with the highest load. Meanwhile, requests that have response times below 500 milliseconds are executed by a new backend server with a small load and a number of connections.

Nevertheless, the average response time of LC-MAS is smaller than LC when executing 1,500 requests. A higher average response time for the LC scenario caused by the load balancer distributes the requests only based on the currently active connections. It is without considering whether the load condition is normal or overloaded.

**B. Throughput (TPS)**

Throughput testing aims to find out how many transactions or requests can be processed by the server’s amount of time. In the research, throughput value information provides knowledge of how tough the servers are in processing requests in one second. The time is calculated from the beginning of the first request to the end of the last request. It also includes the
The throughput value of LC is indeed greater than LC-MAS. Backend servers can serve more requests in one second, so the duration needed to execute entire requests is shorter than LC-MAS. However, high throughput values lead to higher response time. The number of requests per second for each scenario is shown as follows. First, it is for 500 requests. The ramp-up time set to send 500 requests is 10 seconds, where the time interval for each request is 0.02 seconds (10/500). Figures 5 and 6 show the number of requests per second that the backend server of each scenario can execute. Based on the graphs, the average number of requests executed by the two scenarios is 50 per second.

Second, the ramp-up time set to send 1,000 requests is 10 seconds, where the time interval for each request is 0.01 seconds (10/1,000). Figures 7 and 8 show the number of requests per second that the backend server of each scenario can execute. Based on the graphs, the average number of requests executed by the two scenarios is 100 per second.

Third, it has 1,500 requests. The ramp-up time set to send 1,500 requests is 10 seconds, with the

---

**Fig. 5.** Least Connection algorithm and Multi-Agent System (LC-MAS) transaction per second for 500 requests.

**Fig. 6.** Least Connection (LC) transaction per second for 500 requests.
time interval for each request being 0.007 seconds (10/1,500). Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the number of requests per second that the backend server of each scenario can execute. Based on the graphs, the average number of requests executed by LC-MAS scenario is 125 requests per second. Meanwhile, LC scenario is 250 requests per second.

The backend server’s ability to execute requests increases along with the increased number of requests. The distribution of requests handled by each server per second is more equal in both scenarios for 500 and 1,000 requests. It proves that the presence of a load balancing mechanism has succeeded in distributing requests equally without any of the servers being overloaded. However, when executing 1,500 requests, the distribution of requests in scenario 2 (LC) is unequal. The number of requests executed in the first, second spikes high and decreases drastically in the next second. It is caused by the distribution process based only on the number of active connections without considering the condition of server resources. The server that executes the request becomes burdened because only one node works to execute all requests in the first second. This imbalance causes some requests to fail to be executed and leads to higher error values.
Figure 11 Least Connection (LC) transaction per second for 1,000 requests.

Third, it has 1,500 requests. The ramp-up time set to send 1,500 requests is 10 seconds, with the time interval for each request being 0.007 seconds (10/1,500). Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the number of requests per second that the backend server of each scenario can execute.

Based on the graphs, the average number of requests executed by LC-MAS scenario is 125 requests per second. Meanwhile, LC scenario is 250 requests per second.

Figure 12 Least Connection algorithm and Multi-Agent System (LC-MAS) transaction per second for 1,500 requests.

The backend server’s ability to execute requests increases along with the increased number of requests. The distribution of requests handled by each server per second is more equal in both scenarios for 500 and 1,000 requests. It proves that the presence of a load balancing mechanism has succeeded in distributing requests equally without any of the servers being overloaded.

However, when executing 1,500 requests, the distribution of requests in scenario 2 (LC) is unequal. The number of requests executed in the first, second spikes high and decreases drastically in the next second. It is caused by the distribution process based only on the number of active connections without considering the condition of server resources. The server that executes the request becomes burdened because only one node works to execute all requests in the first second. This imbalance causes some requests to fail to be executed and leads to higher error values.

C. Error (%)

Error testing checks whether the system can handle errors that may occur in the future. Error testing refers to the number of failed requests or not processed by the system. The error value is obtained from the number of failed requests to be executed divided by the total requests multiplied by 100%. There is no error in both scenario when executing 500 and 1,000 requests. However, errors in both scenarios occur when the system handles 1,500 requests. Figure 11 shows the error percentage in the LC-MAS scenario.

The total number of failed requests to be processed by backend servers is 301 over 1,500 requests. The type of error is 502 Bad Gateway, which occurs in HTTP protocol. It is caused by several conditions, such as overloaded servers due to a high number of visitors trying to access the website simultaneously and agent activity, affecting CPU and memory usage.

Agent activity in every 500 milliseconds communicates with each other to monitor the load condition, affecting the percentage of CPU and memory usage. A high percentage value can produce a large response time and lead to system failure in handling requests because it takes too long to respond to requests. Reporting agents must report the backend server resources condition every three seconds, and the main agent must receive that continuously, so the server is too busy when a request comes. It causes the requests to be unable to
be executed, and response time will become higher.

Figure 12 shows the error percentage in the LC scenario. The total number of failed requests to be processed by backend servers is 310, over 1,500 requests. The type of errors is categorized into three types, as shown in Table I. First, the load balancer address fails to respond because the server is very busy serving incoming requests. The load balancer is busy mapping incoming requests, which should be handled next. The load balancer also has to count the smallest number of active connections, so it has too many tasks. Second, the connection reset is caused by Apache JMeter. It fails to receive responses to requests sent. Connection times are out while requests are processed, so it needs to be repeated to complete the entire request. Third, it occurs when the network connection is not stable. This error message indicates that the server does not wait for any data from a client. It is rare and cannot be predictable. In some cases, rebooting or restarting the system is one of the options to solve this problem.

IV. CONCLUSION

The research develops a new mechanism for balancing server workloads on website applications by combining the LC algorithm and MAS (LC-MAS), and the result is compared with the LC algorithm. The proposed mechanism is tested by sending several requests to determine the performance of the mechanisms. Parameters used to measure the performance are the average value of response time, throughput, and error percentage.

Based on the results and analysis, it can be concluded that the new mechanism developed using the LC-MAS has successfully distributed the workloads and resources more than the LC algorithm. The combination is proven to perform better regarding response time and error percentage when the number of requests increases. The number of requests that the servers execute is also equally distributed every second. Additionally, the error value is much smaller than in other scenarios. It indicates that it is more resilient in handling increasing requests. Utilization of system resources becomes more efficient than before without burdening any of the servers.

The LC mechanism produces better response times and higher throughput when executing 1,000 requests. However, the performance of this mechanism decreases as the number of requests increases. LC-MAS scenario provides an average response time for 1,500 requests with 1338.8 milliseconds. It has a 20.07% error and 125 transactions per second. However, the LC-MAS makes the website application performance much better when the requests increase. When distributing requests, the server resource condition is not considered, so the servers become burdened. This mechanism is more suitable for small environments with the same specification.

There are some limitations to the research. The environment is still local so the testing results are not in real-time condition and the hardware capacity must be increased to get better storage sharing. The research can be improved by testing the mechanism...
with more parameters, such as scalability and master and slave concept. It is better to add more testing scenarios and increase the number of users tested. For the next challenge, it is recommended to implement the cloud environment for a better experience.
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Fig. A2. Multi-Agent System workflow.
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